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Reviewer's report:

Minor essential

1) in the introduction the authors should reduce the long discussion about the utility and the controversies for the non invasive UD and put this long paragraph in the discussion.

2) please consider to read and use the "toolkit for authors" attached

3) in the methods please don't cite any result. E.g.: we enrolled men scheduled for TURP .... Total number, age

4) please consider to shorthen the discussion focussing on the best results you achieved and on the brief comparison with the recent literature.

5) please consider to expand the limitations and to add at least a sentence in the abstract too

6) please edit the references as required by the journal

7) the table 1 is quite useless. Please consider to use another way to expose more data you have. For example consider to display the variation of sturation class in a single graph.

Level of interest: An article of outstanding merit and interest in its field

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published

Statistical review: Yes, but I do not feel adequately qualified to assess the statistics.
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